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Gas ow through a two-dimensional slit into va uum is investigated by a dire t simulation Monte Carlo method.
Results for mass ow rate are obtained as a fun tion of the rarefa tion parameter, whi h is inversely proportional
to Knudsen number. The distributions of density, temperature and mass velo ity, and streamlines are presented.
In the free mole ular ow regime and in the hydrodynami limit, our results agree with theoreti al asymptotes,
and in the transition regime, they ompare well with numeri al simulations by other authors.
PACS: 47.60.Dx, 47.61.Fg
a devi e is meant to be used at high altitudes (i.e.,

1. INTRODUCTION

aerospa e industry), at low pressures (va uum te hThe problem of gas ow through

las-

nologies) or has size mu h less then 1 mi ron, the ee t

Starting with Knudsen, mu h eort has been

is signi antly more pronoun ed. In addition, in mi ro-

invested into it, theoreti al as well as experimental [1℄.

and nano-ele trome hani al systems, the s attering of

si al.

apillaries is

From the theoreti al standpoint, it is parti ularly in-

gas mole ules on the surfa e, and therefore the stru -

teresting in that it

ture of the surfa e and a

an give rise to all ow regimes,

from free mole ular ow to hydrodynami
ently, appli ations of this gas-dynami

ow.

Re-

problem also

have been boosted by rapid developments of industrial

ommodation properties of

gas mole ules, be ome in reasingly important. Sometimes, geometri

sizes of the working elements are su h

that the stru ture of the surfa e and interfa es is

te hnologies using mi ro- and nano-size elements and,

ial.

Depending on appli ation, MEMS/NEMS

ruould

in parti ular, mi ro- and nano-ele trome hani al sys-

have surfa es ranging form very smooth sili on to quite

tems (MEMS/NEMS; see, e.g., [2℄).

rough te hni al surfa e.

Indeed, the size of mi ro- and nano-ele trome haIn reality, intera tion of gas ow with surfa es

ni al systems is the reason that they work in regimes
that dier signi antly from working regimes of similar

of mi ro- and nano-ele trome hani al systems

ma ros opi

onsequen e of

dier signi antly from the standard theoreti al ap-

their extremely small s ale is that the usual treatment

proa h used in most engineering appli ations, where

devi es. A very important

of gas ow in them as
s opi

ontinuous media with ma ro-

state parameters varying smoothly in spa e and

time be omes impossible. This ee t

ould be quanti-

perfe t a

ommodation of energy and momentum of

gas mole ules by the surfa e is assumed and the
sponding a

ould

ommodation

orre-

oe ients are set to unity.

ed by using the Knudsen number Kn dened as the

Relatively re ently, it was shown in experiments [3℄

ratio of the mean free path of gas mole ules to the

that the a

hara teristi

size of the system. For example, at stan-

dard room temperature, normal atmospheri

pressure,

and system size of 1 mi ron, the Knudsen number is
0.07. But the

oe ient for tangential molean surfa e

ow through the

apillary

ompared to the theoreti al

al ulations that use the perfe t a
sumption.

Nonperfe t a
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tion of the surfa e, the
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ommodation of energy has

an even stronger ee t. By varying
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as of 0.7, whi h leads to a 65 % in rease in the gas

ontinuous media approa h to gas ow

breaks at Knudsen numbers above about 0.01. If su h

ommodation

mentum on an atomi ally

hemi al

orresponding a

omposi-

ommodation
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an be lowered to a dramati ally small mag-

large pressure drop, a somewhat greater mass ow rate

nitude of the order of several hundredths, whi h would

through a slit than through an ori e should be ex-

have a huge impa t on heat transfer in MEMS/NEMS.

pe ted. However, his own

Another important fa tor that

feren e should be quite small.

hanges heat transfer

behavior is the ratio of the surfa e area to volume, evidently very dierent in ma ro- and mi rodevi es.
All these fa tors need to be taken into a

neti

Most theoreti al papers on gas ow through a slit
are based on the assumption that the ow is

ount

to model mi ro- and nano-ele trome hani al systems
orre tly.

on lusion was that the dif-

One possible way is to use methods of ki-

gas theory based on the famous integrodieren-

a small dieren e in pressure.

aused by

In parti ular, the sys-

tem of integral equations for gas velo ity, density, and
temperature derived from the linearized Boltzmann
KrookWelander equation with the diuse ree tion

tial Boltzmann equation for the mole ular distribution

boundary

fun tion.

Neumann series expansion. As a result, the gas density,

To model gas ow through long

apillar-

ondition was solved numeri ally in [7℄ by a

ies, the linearized Boltzmann equation is frequently

temperature, ow velo ity distributions, and mass ow

used [4℄.

rates for dierent Knudsen numbers were obtained.

However, gas ow through short

apillaries

aused by a large dieren e in pressure be omes essentially nonequilibrium, and therefore mu h more
pli ated nonlinear kineti

om-

equations should be used.

In Ref. [8℄, rareed gas ow between two
the parameters

An alternative and mu h more exible way of study-

ontainers

divided by a short  hannel  a re tangular slit with
length,

w

l=h

= 0:05 and w=h = 20, where l is the

is the width, and

h is the height of the slit 

ing gas ow is the dire t simulation Monte Carlo

was studied experimentaly for Knudsen numbers from

method [5℄, whi h has shown to be an ee tive tool

0.0521 to 2.521.

for problems of gas dynami s for all ow regimes, from

done for values of pressure dieren e between the

hydrodynami ow, for whi h the

tainers of 3, 6, 10, and 15 times.

ontinuous media ap-

proximation works so well, to free mole ular ow. The

Mass ow rate measurements were

Numeri al modeling of rareed gas ow through a

9; 10℄.

dire t simulation Monte Carlo method allows taking

slit was done in [

many dierent fa tors into a

were used to analyze gas ow from one

rium and

omplex geometri

ount, su h as nonequilibonguration of the sys-

tem, and using dierent boundary

on-

In Ref. [9℄, two approa hes
ontainer into

another through a slit: an approa h based on numer-

onditions, models

i al solution of the equations of gas dynami s using

of surfa e stru ture and assumptions about mole u-

the method of nite dieren es, and the dire t simula-

lar intera tions.

tion Monte Carlo approa h. The problem was solved in

An additional justi ation for using

numeri al simulations in developing MEMS/NEMS is

two dimensions for two dierent values of the ratio of

that

pressures in the

arrying out extensive experiments in design phase

is extremely di ult and e onomi ally infeasible.
fa t, doing this sometimes requires

In

ontainers: a large value

orrespond-

ing to ow into va uum and the pressures ratio equal

reating even more

to 2. In the dire t simulation Monte Carlo approa h,

omplex gauges that would allow measuring ows, for

the variable hard-sphere model for Argon was used to

example, inside MEMS/NEMS. Very often, developing

des ribe intera tions between gas mole ules, and a no-

them be omes more of an empiri al pro ess.

time- ounter s heme to model

There-

fore, there is a need to develop and implement methods

ollision relaxation. At

the surfa e, diuse s attering was assumed. The size of

5  2:5 slit heights both

of numeri al modeling of gas ow pro esses in mi ro-

the

and nano-ele trome hani al systems.

upstream and downstream for simulation at any Knud-

should be
inary

These methods

apable, in the rst pla e, to produ e prelim-

rude data on main

hara teristi s of a system,

model and optimize working regimes,

ompare dierent

designs, and so on.

sen number. The mass ow rate, density and temperature distribution, and mass velo ity along the

apillary

ross se tion. Overall, there has not

enter

line of the slit from the free mole ular regime to the
transition regime (Kn

By a slit, we mean an innitesimally thin
with a re tangular

omputation domain was

= 0:05) were analyzed.

free mole ular ow regime, the results were
with analyti

expressions. Similar

For the

ompared

omputations were

been mu h either experimental or theoreti al resear h

done in [10℄ for the hard-sphere model for the pressures

done on rareed gas ow into va uum through a slit.

ratios 2, 10, and 50 and Knudsen numbers 0.2, 1, and

The rst relatively

omplete experimental study of

gas ow through an ori e (innitesimally thin
lary with

ylindri al

apil-

ross se tion) was done by Liep-

10.

limit and

omputation domain was

hosen

stream and three to ve downstream.

mann [6℄. He also argued theoreti ally that for a twodimensional problem in the hydrodynami

The size of the

in [10℄ as approximately ten lo al mean free paths up-

Thus, in spite of great pra ti al importan e, gas
ow through a slit into va uum has not been investi-
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gated in detail. Numeri al studies pay little attention

nozzle as a slit

to the a

ow rate through an ideal nozzle by the dis harge

ura y of

omputations and justi ation of

model parameters, in parti ular, the size of the

ompu-

an be obtained by multiplying the mass

e ient. A typi al value of the dis harge

o-

oe ient for

tation domain. There is no data on the mass ow rate

a two-dimensional slit is 0.85 [6℄. Thus, the normalized

in a wide range of rarefa tions.

mass ow rate

In this paper,

we

ompute the mass ow rate

Q

the hydrodynami

for a monatomi

gas through a slit in

limit should be approximately 1.55.

through a slit into va uum in a wide range of rarefa tions and study the ow eld using a dire t simulation
Monte Carlo method.

3. THE DIRECT SIMULATION MONTE
CARLO METHOD

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND

As is well known, the essen e of Monte Carlo meth-

DEFINITIONS

We take a system
onne ted by a slit.

onsisting of two large

ontainer
pressure

l

= 0.

onsider the length of the slit

and a temperature

downstream ontainer,

P2

an assume

on-

Far from the slit, the upstream

ontains an equilibrium monatomi

P1

that we

ontainers

We assume the size of the

tainers large enough to
equal to zero,

ods is to des ribe a physi al system by means of a

T1 .

P2 , is so small (

= 0.

gas at a

The pressure in the
ompared to

P1 )

If the width of the slit is

mu h greater than its height,

 h, we

w

an redu e

the problem to only two dimensions.
Let

Q

be the mass ow rate through the slit. We

are primarily interested in the mass ow rate normalized by its value

Q

= Q=Qfm in the free mole ular

ow regime as a fun tion of the rarefa tion parameter

Æ
where

1

and

v1

p


;
= hPv = 2Kn
1

(1)

1 1

are respe tively the gas vis osity and

the most probable mole ular velo ity at the referen e
temperature
eter

Æ

T1 .

As we

an see, the rarefa tion param-

is inversely proportional to the Knudsen number

Kn, dened for the slit as Kn

=

1 =h,

where

1

is

the mean free path of gas mole ules in the upstream
ontainer far from the slit.
In the free mole ular ow regime,

Æ

= 0 and the

mass ow rate through a two-dimensional slit

an be

al ulated analyti ally as [4℄

Qfm
In the hydrodynami

=

ph v P1 :
1

ow limit, when

(2)
Æ

 1, the noran

al ulated analyti ally using Euler's equation to be

p
Q = 2
where
monatomi



is the spe i
gas).

2
1+

pro ess and then estimate various proper-

ties of the system as the

orresponding mathemati al

expe tations. For rareed gas dynami s, the sto hasti

pro ess is the evolution (motion and

(1+

)=2(1

heat ratio (

)

;

= 5=3

(3)

ollisions) of a

N of model parti les, ea h of whi h represents FN
nV =N of the real gas mole ules, where n
is the gas density and V is the volume of the system.

large number

=

There are exa t and approximate Monte Carlo
s hemes. Exa t s hemes require that after ea h
sion in a system of

N

olli-

model parti les, ea h of them

travels a distan e proportional to the time between
two

onse utive

ollisions. Su h s hemes are very

om-

putationally intense and time- onsuming, and require
onsiderable resour es.

Therefore, we limited our-

selves to using an approximate s heme. In approximate
s hemes, parti le motion and

ollisions are divided onto

t that are smaller than the mean time between two ollisions t =  =v , and are pro essed in-

time steps

1

dependently.
and

1

1

In other words, the pro ess of motion

ollision of gas mole ules is split into two

onse u-

tive independent pro esses, free mole ular motion and a
spatially homogenous
up simulations

ollision relaxation. This speeds

onsiderably [11℄.

However, the exa t

s heme sometimes remains the only possibility, for example, when there are no
the time step

t.

lear

riteria for identifying

Modeling free mole ular motion in systems of simple geometry is relatively easy.

malized mass ow rate through an ideal nozzle also
be

sto hasti

The major di ulty

in implementing an approximate s heme is therefore to
simulate

ollision relaxation.

One way to do it is to

divide the modeled spa e into small
size

ells with the

hosen su h that gas ow parameters

ell to

ell very little. All

ell

hange from

ells taken together form a

spatial grid on whi h the simulation is run.
We used a two-level regular grid with dierent
sizes at ea h level (Fig. 1). The minimum

ell

ell size on

the grid was set to be of the order of or smaller than the
for

The mass ow through a nonideal

mean free path
a pressure
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z
P1

ea h

P2 = 0

L

ell separately. In other words, only parti les from

the same

ell are allowed to

ollide be ause they are

assumed to be nearest neighbors of one another. However, it is quite possible that for a parti le

lose to a

ell boundary, a tual nearest neighbors are not the parti les in the same

ell that happen to be at the other

end of it but parti les in an adja ent
for this and ensure that only

h
2

L

0

y

L+

L

ell was divided into sub ells and only

for parti les in the same sub ell were
ur.

the momentum and energy

ount
ollide,

ollisions

onsidered to o -

The minimum number of sub ells was 9.

velo ities of parti les after

Model geometry and the omputation grid

Fig. 1.

ea h

ell. To a

losest parti les

ollision are

New

omputed from

onservation laws.

It is important to note that the length of the time
in the upstream

ontainer). As gas ows through the

interval

t should not only be less than the mean time

ollisions t1 , but also not greater than the

slit into va uum, its density rapidly de reases. There-

between two

fore, in the immediate vi inity of the slit, where the ow

average time a parti le spends in one

state parameters

hange very rapidly, the free path of

gas mole ules in this region be omes signi antly larger
than the

To simulate

jorant frequen y s heme with

ell size (usually, by a fa tor of 1.52). The

ell.

ollisions, we used the homogenous ma-

ells introdu ed in [12℄.

onse utive sorting of

As indi ated in [12℄, a ne -

bold line in Fig. 1 is a part of the slit wall. As shown in

essary

ondition for its appli ability is that the num-

the Figure, the se ond level of the grid begins at some

ber of

ollisions during a single time step

distan e

L+

t must be

from the slit. It is also natural to assume

large enough. Another te hnique widely used in dire t

that the ow is symmetri , and hen e pla ing a mirror

simulation Monte Carlo method is the no-time- ounter

boundary at the

s heme. However, it is believed that being at the same

enter line of the slit allows model-

ing only half of the spa e dire tly, whi h
redu es the

onsiderably

omputation time.

level of

Initially, all parti les are pla ed in the upstream

ell to obtain the

ontainer and obey the Maxwell distribution at the
temperature

T1 .

omputational

omplexity, the majorant fre-

quen y s heme requires fewer parti les in the model

Then the parti le free motion (i) and

ollisions (ii) during ea h time interval

t are simulated

independently.

orre tly [13℄.

is that gas densities upstream and downstream the slit
dier by orders of magnitude. Be ause the number of
parti les in a

(i) All mole ules in the ow eld are displa ed by

ollision frequen y

A major problem in simulating gas ow into va uum

ell is dire tly related to the gas density

(unless spe ial pro edures are used), the number of par-

distan es determined by their instantaneous velo ity

ti les in

and the length of the time interval

dierent. In parti ular, a dangerous situation is possi-

leaves the
it is

t.

If a parti le

omputation area during this time interval,

onsidered lost and is tra ked no more (deleted

from the system). If a mole ule hits a boundary, its velo ity

hanges a

ording to the imposed boundary

ditions. Ea h parti le that

rosses the slit

to the mass ow rate, whi h is
where

N1

ells far from the slit

downstream, be ause it may deteriorate the a

ura y

of simulations.
To over ome this problem and in rease the number

ontributes

of parti les in the immediate vi inity of the slit in the

omputed as

N1

N2 ,

ontainer downstream, and

is the number of parti les that

ble when there are no parti les in

ould be very

on-

is the number of parti les passed through the

slit from the upstream

ells on dierent sides of the slit

N2

ross the slit upstream.

downstream

ontainer (in the region from 0 to

L+ ), we

used the weight-fa tor plane pro edure. When parti les
ross a plane with weight fa tor 2 going downstream,
their number doubles, and when they

ross the plane

During the same time interval, new parti les that en-

going upstream, their number halves. Clearly, the rep-

ter the

resentation

omputation area are generated. This o

the outer edge of the

urs at

omputation area in the upstream

FN

hanges in the inverse proportion. In

our simulations, at least 4 weight planes were used, e.g.,

= 0, 0:5h, h, 1:5h (see Fig. 1), whi h

ontainer, and the number and velo ities of new parti-

Y

les obey the distribution fun tion for mole ules

a 16-fold in rease in the number of model parti les if

ross-

ing a xed plane in equilibrium gas at the pressure
and temperature

T1 .

P1

(ii) Collisions between mole ules are modeled for

they

ross all four planes.

orresponds to

Using several planes with

weight fa tor 2 allows avoiding a dangerous side ee t
of having many
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same position and velo ity) if only one plane with a

known, statisti al u tuations in the results of dire t

high weight fa tor is used instead.

simulation Monte Carlo method are inversely propor-

Position of the se ond level of the grid

L+

was

ho-

tional to the square root of the sample size [5℄. Flu -

N1

sen so as to ensure a density de rease of 810 times

tuations in the number of parti les

before parti les rea h it. In most simulations, we used

the slit downstream an be estimated as

L+

tuations in the number of parti les

= 3h.

Linear size of the

ells at the se ond level

was 3 times larger than at the rst level, whi h leads
to a 9-fold in rease in the number of parti les per
between

L+

and

Altogether,

using

N2 , are similarly estimated as
mass ow through the slit is N1

ause the

a

nonhomogeneous

uniform number of model parti les per

grid



and

N1 

lose-to-

2

N2 ,

the

p

1

4. ERROR ANALYSIS

N2 

p



N2 :

1

N1

We now formulate the

Produ ed by a numeri al and simulational apmethod are obviously not free of error

pN + pN

1

2

N1

statisti al nature of the method and approximations
made in the pro ess: only a limited number of simu-

is satised.

lated model parti les, ea h representing a large num-

order of 0.1 %.

ber of gas mole ules, is used, simulations are only run
dis retized using a nite spa e grid, and, nally, the

:

ondition for random error as

pN + pN

aused by the

ontinuum spa e is

2

N2

follows: we run samples until the inequality

proa h, the results of dire t simulation Monte Carlo

parti le free motion and



Normalizing by the mass ow rate, we obtain

ura y of simulations.

lose to the slit,



N1

ell throughout

omputation region, whi h should in rease the a -

in a nite area

pN . Be-

upper and lower estimates for the mass ow are

weight fa tor planes enables us to a hieve a
the

1

oming through the

slit upstream,

ell

L.

pN , and u -

oming through

N2

(4)

Then the random part of error is of the

The systemati

part of error is quite remarkable in

that if we know where it
into a

0 001

< :

omes from, we

ount and dire tly

an take it

orre t the results of experi-

ollisions are arti ially sepa-

ments/simulation for it to redu e its inuen e to negli-

rated. Therefore, ea h of these approximations should

gible levels (that is, mu h lower than the random part

be treated separately, and the

of simulation error). In dire t simulation Monte Carlo

ell and simulation area

size, the number of model parti les in the

ell, and the

method, the systemati

error dependen e on the pa-

time interval used in simulations should be analyzed

rameters of simulations very rapidly be omes asymp-

depending on the individual problem basis. Generally,

toti

however, we should expe t the best results to be obtained using the maximum possible number of model

the

ell size as possible.

hange the results mu h when the

ell size) is improved.
Figure 2a shows the dependen e of the mass ow

parti les and simulation area size, and as small time
step and

and does not

orresponding parameter of simulations (for example,

rate through the slit on the

When used to model motion and

ollisions of gas

of the mean free path

mole ules, the dire t simulation Monte Carlo method is

1

ell size

y(= z) in units

for dierent sizes

omputation domain in the

ase

Æ

= 1.

L

of the

The bars at

adequate to the physi al nature of mole ular transport

ea h data point here and in the following gures show

and

the level of random error.

an be regarded as a numeri al experiment. As in

any physi al experiment, one

an spe ify two types of

errors in this method, a random error that is

aused

that the

error depends strongly on

by the statisti al nature of the method and depends on

we should use smaller

the number of time steps (or samples) simulated, and

the

a systemati

error that depends on the

ell size, the

time step length, the number of model parti les in a

The random error

an be greatly redu ed by pro-

essing a large number of samples. Moreover, the num-

L.

For small domain sizes,

ells. Besides a dependen e on

omputation domain size, the optimum for redu -

ing the systemati
of rarefa tion

ell, and the simulation area size.

Clearly, the results show

ell size required to ex lude the systemati

Æ.

error

eed the mean free path
in this

ase the

learly depends on the degree

Æ , the ell size an even ex1 . The reason for this is that

For large

ell size is already small enough to have

the ow parameters

hange within one

ell very little.

ber of samples needed to a hieve any required level of

Therefore, it has not to be redu ed further down to

random error

Alternatively, dividing into sub ells in some

an be estimated analyti ally. As well-
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Q
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á
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1:125

1:106
1:104

1:120

1:102
0:1

1

0

y=1

2

4

6

8

10

t1 =t

Dependen e of the mass ow rate Q through the slit on (a) the dimensionless ell size y=1 for dierent omputation domain sizes L = 10h () and 25h () for Æ = 1 and (b) on the ratio of the time step t and the average time
between the two ollisions t1 for rarefa tion parameter Æ = 1 () and Æ = 100 (Æ)
Fig. 2.

allows using

ells of larger size without loss in a

ura y

1.

The dependen e of the mass ow rate on the ratio
of the time step

t and the mean time between two

ol-

lisions t1 for two very dierent values of the rarefa tion

Æ

parameters,

= 1 and Æ = 100, is given in Fig. 2b. To

eliminate the systemati

t stays approximately the

same. Also, it is independent of the

As mentioned above, a ne essary

ondition for usell has

ontain enough parti les to make the number of

ol-

lisions in it mu h greater than 1. However, our results
show that this

ondition

an be relaxed to a

ertain

degree. In Fig. 3a, we show the mass ow rate dependen e on the average number of
a time step

ollisions in a

t for Æ = 1 and L = 5h.

serve any systemati

ell over

We do not ob-

error related to having dierent

numbers of parti les in the
ber of

number of

ollisions in ea h

ell over a single time step

ells, the total number of parti les varied in the range

25)  10 .
6

(5

The size of the

omputation domain also plays a
part of

error. Figure 3b shows the dependen e of the mass ow
rate through the slit on the
in units of

h for the rarefa

omputational domain size

tion parameter

Æ

= 1. As we

observe, the minimum size of the domain at whi h the

L

= 50h.

At lower degrees of rarefa tion, the domain size

an be

systemati

error be omes negligible is about

= 10, the value
L = 30h is already large enough, and for Æ = 100, we
have L = 20h.
signi antly smaller. For example, for

Æ

Be ause all parti les are in the upstream

ell even when the num-

ollisions over one time step is of the order of

on-

tain at least 56 parti les. Depending on the number of

very important role for redu ing the systemati

ing the majorant frequen y s heme is that ea h
to

Therefore, in our

has to be greater than 1 and ea h sub ell has to

omputation do-

L.

L and Æ .

simulations, we adhered the following guidelines: the

error, we have to use a time

step su h that the ratio t1 =
main size

Furthermore, additional analysis showed that this

on lusion is independent of

of simulations.

ontainer

at the beginning of simulations, some time has to pass
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The mass rate ow Q dependen e on (a) the average number of the ollisions in a single ell during one time step
= 1 and L = 5h and (b) on the relative size of the omputation domain L=h for the rarefa tion parameter Æ = 1,
where h is the height of the slit

Fig. 3.

for

Æ

Q

before a stationary ow regime is established. During
this warm-up period, all obtained data are dis arded,
and only then we start

1:5

olle ting data on mass ow rate

to obtain our estimates.

As our simulations showed,

1:4

the ow be omes stationary after times of the order of

L=v1 .

1:3

To be on the safe side, we extended the warm-up

period to

3L=v .
1

1:2

Be ause the results of simulations depend on the
omplete set of model parameters (in parti ular, as we
have mentioned, the required
dierent

L

and

no systemati

Æ ),

1:1

ell size is dierent for

we should be

1:0

areful to make sure

errors appear in ea h individual run. In

10

other words, the set of model parameters should be

2

10

1

100

101

102

Æ

hosen su h that further improvement in the parame-

The mass ow rate Q as a fun tion of the
rarefa tion parameter Æ : solid symbols are our simulations; open symbols are the results in [10℄

ters (ner spa e grid, and so on) would not produ e

Fig. 4.

any improvement in the results at the level beyond the
random part of the error.
Thus, the random part of simulations error

an be

de reased by running samples long enough, and the systemati

part of error

an be redu ed to values of the

order of or signi antly less than the random error by
hoosing the model parameters appropriately. In our
omputations, the total error did not ex eed 0.2 %.

bols show our results and open symbols are the results
obtained in [10℄ for the pressure ratio of the two

on-

tainers equal to 50. We see that our results agree well
with simulations in [10℄. The results in [9℄ are noti eably lower, however. For example, the mass ow rate

5. MAIN RESULTS

Q

for Kn

1

= 1 in [9℄ is about 1.10, and our result

is 1.15. However, a mu h smaller
We used the model of hard spheres to simulate
mole ular

ollisions, and diuse s attering to simulate

intera tions of gas mole ules with the slit surfa e.

Q

In Fig. 4, we show the results for the gas ow rate

was used in [9℄.
from

Æ

from 0.02 to 200. Solid sym-

= 50 used in our simulations to L=h = 5

used in [9℄, the mass ow rate also de reases to 1.10,
as Fig. 3b shows.

through a two-dimensional slit in the range of the

rarefa tion parameter

L=h

omputation domain

If we redu e the size of the domain

As Fig. 4 shows, the mass ow rate in reases very
rapidly as the rarefa tion parameter in reases from 0.2
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0:5
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to 20.

At lower values of


ow rate Q

is

Æ,

the dimensionless mass

1:0

Fig. 7.

0:5
Æ = 100

Æ

1:0

1:5

Streamlines near the slit for
Æ

lose to the free mole ular value given

by (2) within 5 %. As

0:5

in reases beyond 20, the mass

= 100

2:0

Æ

2:5

y=h

= 0:1

and

ow rate saturates very rapidly and approa hes hydrodynami

limit (3).

The dimensionless gas density distribution
where
lateral

n1

n=n1 ,

= P =kT , the temperature T =T , and the
1

1

1

omponent of the mass velo ity

the slit in the

yz

plane for

Æ

sented in Fig. 5. For visual

uy =v1

lose to

= 10 and Æ = 100, are pre-

density, temperature and lateral mass velo ity along
the

entral line of the slit in the free mole ular ow

regime, along with the

orresponding theoreti al pre-

di tions in [9℄. As we see, they agree quite well.
The streamlines on both sides of the slit for

larity, the bold lines in the

Æ

and

is assumed innitesimally thin).

to-the-mole ular ow regime (at

These distributions

hange with the ow rate, qualitative

hara teristi s of

the ow eld remain essentially the same.
In Fig. 6, we show the

are almost symmetri

Æ

203

upstream and downstream. As

in reases and gas be omes denser, the symmetry is

lost.

omputed distributions of the

= 0:1

= 100 are shown in Fig. 7. As we see, in a loseÆ = 0:1), streamlines

gure indi ate a part of the slit wall (although the slit
demonstrate that although ma ros opi gas parameters

Æ
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on lude,
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we have attempted to study gas
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(2002).
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most signi ant

The

hange in the mass ow rate is ob-

. F. Sharipov and V. Seleznev, J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data
27, 657 (1998).
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In the free mole ular ow regime and in the hy-

drodynami
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Simulation of Gas Flow, Oxford University Press, Ox-
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ompare well with numeri al simulations by other authors [9, 10℄.
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